In this paper, an optimal guidance problem is investigated where specific missile-target geometry at the time of the intercept of, or a terminal impact angle with respect to, a maneuvering target is prescribed. The kinematics is linearised to obtain a closed-form optimal solution and the proposed approach addresses the question of how to accomplish the linearization in a right manner. We use, as the basis of linearization, the perfect (or zero effort) collision triangle for the impact angle control problem which varies depending on the value of the prescribed impact angle, and solve a linear optimal guidance problem. The performance of the resultant guidance law is illustrated by performing some numerical simulations and the selection of a guidance variable that effectively capture the distance between the missile and the zero effort collision triangle is discussed. 
INTRODUCTION
Control of missile-target relative geometry is critical during the whole engagement process in applications where seeker look angle is severely limited as in the case of missiles with strapdown seeker. This necessity of control of terminal engagement geometry has been a major thrust for much of the research work in the area of guidance law design with impact angle constraints. In this paper a novel approach is described where the problem of control of terminal engagement geometry is formulated as a linear optimal control problem after an appropriate linearization process for the kinematics and its closed-form solution is sought.
The kinematics involved in missile and target engagement can be of course represented as a linear dynamical system with its states being position, velocity, and sometimes accelerations as well, of the missile and the target (e.g., Ohlmeyer and Phillips, 2006) . This approach, however, suffers a serious drawback in reality that its solution requires missile manoeuvre in arbitrary direction and cannot be fully applied as such because most missiles have no control over the longitudinal component of the velocity vector. This is why the equation of motion is often written in terms of the angular variables associated with velocity vectors; in this case, the missile acceleration is computed as the angular rate of its velocity vector multiplied by the magnitude of the velocity which is directly realizable. The main problem here is the fact that the kinematics is now nonlinear, defying closed-form solutions of many optimal guidance problems of interest. Thus it is common practice to linearise the kinematics in order to come up with a nice closed-form optimal guidance solution (e.g., Zarchan, 2002 , Cho et al., 1996 . The question is then how we linearise the kinematics in a right manner. This question has not been addressed adequately in the literature and linearization has been performed with the usual assumption of small values of angular variables involved. As a result, the guidance laws often yield unacceptable performance when the associated angular variables get larger.
Recalling that linearization is performed about some equilibrium point or relatively slowly varying state of the system, we naturally think of the collision triangle as the basis for an appropriate linearization of the kinematics for our problem. Note that the usual collision triangle is defined to be the triangle formed by the initial positions of target and missile, and the intercept point at which the missile hit the target when flown by a straight (with zero effort) line. It is then obvious that the collision triangle behaves like an equilibrium state in that once the missile is on it, it will remain there with no control effort until it eventually reaches the target. Therefore one could consider a linearised system, or a perturbed system, about the collision triangle and try to get an optimal control that brings the missile onto the collision triangle, which is the direction followed in this paper. Some literature (e.g., Cho et al., 1996) explicitly used the collision triangle as the basis for linearization of kinematics, while many other works simply performed the small angle approximations. No attempt, however, has been made yet to consider collision triangle in the formulation of optimal guidance problem where a specific impact angle requirement is imposed.
When no specific requirement on final engagement geometry is posed, the linearization about the usual collision triangle works perfectly. If a specific impact angle between the missile and target velocity vectors is required, however, the usual collision triangle no longer serves as zero effort collision geometry since the actual impact angle achieved, if the missile stays on the triangle, would be different in general from what has been specified. In other words, the missile trajectory will have to deviate from the collision triangle if it is to satisfy the specific impact angle requirement, which makes the linearization about the usual collision triangle absurd and invalid. What is then the right engagement geometry in this case for use as an "equilibrium state"? The answer is rather simple and depends naturally on the final impact angle specification. In the subsequent sections in this paper, we discuss the zero effort collision triangle for the case of terminal impact angle control, formulate an optimal guidance problem with the linearised kinematics and discuss various ways of choosing guidance variables, obtain an optimal solution, and finally present some numerical simulation results.
ZERO EFFORT COLLISION TRIANGLE
Consider an engagement scenario depicted in Fig.1 where a target, denoted by T, is manoeuvring as indicated by a curved red line, and a missile, denoted by M, is to intercept the target. We assume that target position and velocity are known and its future manoeuvre can be predicted without error. We also assume that the missile velocity profile during the entire course of engagement is completely known. Let I be the point of intercept for the case where the missile flies the straight line path (computation of the intercept point is straightforward for the case of constant velocity target and missile. For other cases, some iterative procedure might be needed (Cho et al., 1996 , White et al., 2007 ). Then TIM is called the collision triangle, or zero effort collision triangle in this paper, and has an obvious interpretation that if the missile velocity vector at the current missile position M points to the intercept point, then the missile will stay on the triangle and eventually hit the target without any manoeuvre effort. Thus  for further study of appropriate linear optimal guidance laws. Now suppose that we are required to achieve a specific impact angle, for example I   in Fig. 1 , which is different from what we expect to get from non-manoeuvring missile path, i.e. I  . In this case, we will need some curved missile trajectory, as shown by a dotted blue line, unless target behaves strangely enough. Let I be the new intercept point. The question is now "Is TIM eligible for a zero effort collision triangle for our impact angle control problem, in other words, an "equilibrium state" of our new engagement geometry?" The answer is negative simply because the missile would have to fly out of the triangle to achieve the objective even if it starts on the triangle with its velocity vector pointing to the intercept point. It is thus obvious that we could define a zero effort collision triangle for the problem with impact angle constraint only if we move the missile position to a new place. One of natural requirements for a new position will be that the length of the straight line path from the new position coincides with that of the wouldbe optimal missile trajectory from the original position; in this way, we can work in the same engagement time frame for both the nominal system (or equilibrium state of the problem) and the perturbed (or original) system. We therefore propose the following way of computing a zero effort collision triangle: 1) compute the intercept point I, assuming some form of missile trajectory with the constraint that the relative collision angle at I should meet the requirement, 2) draw a straight line from I to the reverse direction of the missile velocity vector at I, 3) select a new missile position M on the straight line from I in such a way that the length of MI coincides with that of the curved path MI. Then TIM is the triangle we are looking for.
Various forms of missile trajectories, from the current position to the intercept point, could be conceived for the use in the first step above. We could simply assume a constant curvature (White et al., 2007) or use a more general form of polynomial curves; indeed, it can be shown that a linearised optimal guidance problem with constant velocity assumption for missile and target yields an -th N order polynomial trajectory solution (Ryoo et al., 2006) (Ryoo et al., 2006 ). An iterative algorithm or a root finding algorithm is then used to compute the intercept point (or f t ). The last method of representing missile trajectories is particularly worth to note because it can handle even the case of severely curved missile trajectories that cannot be fitted by any polynomial curve. This method has been used in this paper for simulation study, and a brief outline will be given in Section 4 (for full discussion of the method, refer to Shin et al., 2011) .
OPTIMAL GUIDANCE BY LINERIZATION ABOUT COLLISION TRIANGLE

Linearization of Kinematics about Collision Triangle
Consider a planar engagement scenario depicted in Fig. 2 , where the terminal impact angle I  is to be satisfied. The equations of motion are written in terms of range R and sight line angle  as follows: 
 
) and the position difference  MM to denote the amount of perturbations from the equilibrium state (or the nominal plant), and develop a linearised equation of motion for optimal guidance problem formulation. Note that the quantity  MM is a two dimensional vector in our problem framework, but could be captured accurately enough by a scalar variable z as shown in Fig. 2 if the reference line is chosen carefully (the reference line is in fact one of the axes in our guidance coordinate frame and does not rotate throughout the engagement, and z will be defined to be the magnitude of the orthogonal component of  MM to the reference line).
Thus we are to use in this paper the variable z to represent the difference between M and M to avoid excessive complexity to the problem, and provide some result of the study on how the performance varies if a different reference line is used.
Consider a non-rotating coordinate frame   , ij centered at the target and take i axis as the reference line to define the guidance variables as shown in Fig. 2 . Let z be defined by   . We, however, will show later in this paper that neither of choices gives better performance than the line perpendicular to MM.
Optimal Guidance Problem and Its Solution
In this subsection, we will pose a weighted energy optimal guidance problem with impact angle constraint and present its solution. Thus consider the following optimal guidance problem: find 
subject to (4) and the terminal constraint
This is a standard linear optimal control problem and the solution can be readily obtained through a straightforward manipulation of the equations. Indeed, the optimal guidance command M a can be computed as
where , , ( ) , is the identity matrix, 
Using these solutions, the optimal guidance command (7) is now written as Finally, we note that the optimal command (11) can be given in the form 5 shows the target and missile trajectories for the cases of target manoeuvring 2g and -2g. All impact angles prescribed have been achieved without error. Finally, we have examined how the performance varies depending on the choice of the reference line. We compared in Table 1 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new impact angle control optimal guidance law has been developed for missiles with arbitrary velocity profiles against manoeuvring targets. The guidance law development is based on the linearization of kinematics around the zero effort collision triangle, which has been newly introduced for impact angle control problems and behaves like an equilibrium point in the engagement dynamic system. The resultant guidance law has been shown to perform satisfactorily even when the initial missile flight path angle error from the desired value o M  is of considerable magnitude. Many important practical questions such as how it performs under the presence of uncertainty in the information of future target manoeuvre and missile velocity profile are remaining to be addressed.
